Integrum represents great interest for researchers of Russian social, political and economic life as
the most comprehensive electronic archive of information on Russia.
Integrum databases contain Russian central (more than 600) and regional (more than 1800)
newspapers and magazines, teletypes of the leading information agencies, analytical and statistical
bulletins, texts of laws and decrees, addresses and phones databases, full texts of Russian classic
literary works. Moreover, you can find information from the libraries of Rospatent, the Scientific
Information Institute on the Social Sciences of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Agroprom, Russian
State Archive of Literature and Art, Russian Book Chamber, Russian National Public Library for
Science and Technology.
The database Central Press is the core of Integrum collection and includes such reliable and
authoritative newspapers and magazines as «Izvestiia», «Moskovskii komsomolets», «Itogi», «Vremia
novostei», «Kommersant`», «Trud», «Obozrevatel`», «Vedomosti», «Moskovskaia pravda», «Moscow
Times», «Moscow News» and so on. The archives of many editions go back as far as the beginning of
the 1990s and the most recent issues of many of newspapers and magazines are available at
Integrum even before they appear in the press.
Integrum is not only the unique collection of the databases, but a set of professional search and
analytical tools for the Russian mass media monitoring. Due to the modules of the coordinated
morphological search Integrum’s search engine allows defining the criteria of documents search
and selection in the most accurate way. Additional search tools permit you to conduct the research
of political, economic aspects of life in Russia:
-

-

The information search tool Teletype will enable you to obtain hot news from a wide range of
agencies in real time using a unified interface.
The service People today is an automatically renewed list of 100 people most often mentioned
in press during the day.
The Who? Where? When? service allows
finding data on the place of work and
position of a certain person.
Comparative and relative statistics are
used for comparative and relative
comparison of the mass media hits for
similar and competitive objects. For
example, you can track down the number of
references to Boris Pasternak and Michael
Lomonosov in connection with the German
town Marburg, where they both studied.

The analytical service Integrum™ Companies offers official information on more than 6 million
Russian and foreign companies and private entrepreneurs. Instant access to a vast array of valuable
information – from registration documents and financial statements to corporate structure and
court judgments.
The brand new service My Integrum enables subscribers to trace the dynamics of publications
in mass media of all objects of monitoring, view the proportion of positive and negative publications
in form of graphs and diagrams, evaluate the readership of selected publications, etc.
For subscription options and free trial access please contact us at support@integrumworld.com.

